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Zoom Vacations Newsletter Zoom Vision
February, 2009

Greetings!

Make sure you receive our emails. Please add
bryan@zoomvacations.com to your address book.

In this issue
Featured Traveler, Joe of New Jersey
See Zoom Vacations on Logo Now!
Top Ten Reasons to Visit China Now
Zoom Rio Photos
Otter Joins Club Zoom with Huge Discounts for Club
Zoom Members
Zoom Alumn, Charlie David in the News
Zooming with Joel
Club Zoom

See Zoom Vacations on Logo Now!
Since September, Logo viewers
have had the opportunity to see
Zoom Vacations' Bryan Herb on
several episodes of the international
gay travel show, Bump. Herb is the

featured travel expert for episodes in Chicago, Buenos Aires,
Rio de Janeiro, and Paraty, a small colonial town in Brazil.

Viewers watch as Herb leads Bump's charming and adorable
host, Charlie David, through numerous adventures in
different locales, always with an eye on style, culture, and
gay life and history.

Bump employs a journalistic approach to dispel the
mysteries of each destination, highlighting what makes it
special for the gay traveler. The viewing audience is
introduced to great hotels, fabulous restaurants, unique
excursions, and perhaps most importantly, gay and gay-
friendly people who give each destination its unique
personality and charm.

Top Ten Reasons to Visit China Now
Most people would consider China to be a vast and
extraordinary country encompassing thousands of miles,
with a unique history spanning thousands of years. Yet
China has recently emerged as one of the stars on the
world's stage, and it's easy to see why. Architecture buffs
can't ignore China's developing cities. Epicureans are swiftly

Featured
Traveler, Joe of

New Jersey

Our last trip to Buenos
Aires and Iguacu Falls
had one of the most
interesting mixes of
travelers! One of the
most fascinating had to
have been Joe from New
Jersey, our resident
military man. My
interview with Joe
brought up so many
hilarious inside jokes
from the trip, which I
have not included here.
This interview would not
have made any sense if I
had. You'll just have to
come on a Zoom
Vacation and create your
own. We're waiting for
you.

Zoom: Why did you take
your first Zoom Vacation
to Argentina and Brazil?
Are you glad you did?

Joe: Since my partner
was returning from a
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taking notice of the gastronomic
creations of Master Chef Zhao
Renliang from Shanghai or Master
Chef Zheng Xinmin from Xian.

As if this wasn't enough to create
excitement over China, just think
about the number of things you
may have purchased for your home
recently that say made in China. In many ways, China is all
around us. Of course there is no better way to enjoy and
appreciate this exciting country than to see it firsthand, and
no better time than now. China, after all, is so very now.
The following are ten reasons to visit China that you just
can't ignore.

1. The 2008 Olympics in Beijing set the bar for future
Olympic celebrations in architectural scale and technological
advancements. Many world-renown architects contributed
their best design efforts to the Olympic buildings.

2. The Great Wall of China was recently listed as one of
the New 7 Wonders of the World. It stretches over 4,000
miles, and while the latest construction occurred after 1368
during the Ming Dynasty, construction of the Great Wall
began over 2,000 years ago. It was built to link existing
fortifications into a united defense system and better keep
invading Mongol tribes out of China. Without question,
thousands of people must have given their lives to build the
wall, which is the largest man-made monument ever to have
been built. It is even visible from space.

3. Shanghai is the biggest and the most important
economic center of China. Swiftly becoming a culinary
capital, visitors also delight in the city's Innovative
architecture and fascinating history.

4. The Terracotta Warriors were buried with the first
emperor of the Qin dynasty in 210 BCE. They were forgotten
for over two thousand years until 1974 when a local farmer
discovered them as he was digging a well. Imagine his
surprise as he beheld thousands of life-size figures with
individually unique faces, hair and uniforms appropriate to
their rank.

5. Few places in the world can you see such splendor as
exists in Beijing's Forbidden City, called Gu Gong in
Chinese. It was the imperial palace during the Ming and
Qing dynasties and is now known as the Palace Museum, the
largest palace complex in the world. Listed by UNESCO as a
World Cultural Heritage Site in 1987, the Palace Museum is
one of the most popular tourist attractions world-wide.
UNESCO also lists it as the largest collection of preserved
ancient wooden structures in the world. In addition to seeing

military tour ("tour",
now that's a
euphemism) in Iraq, I
wanted to plan a trip
that would be relaxing
for him and really let
him unwind and forget
things for a while. A co-
worker left a copy of the
NY Times Travel section
on my desk and the
cover story was on the
best travel destinations
for the US dollar.
Argentina was number
one. We both loved Evita
on Broadway so we
figured, why not? I was
seriously considering
one travel company until
a friend of mine
recommended Zoom
Vacations. He had been
on three Zoom trips and
was planning his fourth.
I checked out the
website and saw the
Argentina and Brazil
add-on were a great
value and looked like a
lot of fun. I'm very
pleased that I chose
Zoom Vacations to visit
South America as our
first Zoom experience
was amazing.

Zoom: How do you think
the trip would have been
different had you not
been with Zoom?

Joe: This was my first
all-gay vacation (not
counting my many Navy
tours). The other travel
companies were not set
up that way. This,
coupled with the fact
that my Zoom travel
hosts went to great
lengths to create a
cohesive group
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traditional architecture up close, there is also a stunning
collection of treasures from the imperial family and its court.

Read on...

Zoom Rio Photos
Sensational weather, Sexy parties,
Fun people...what more could you
want from a carefree vacation in Rio
de Janeiro?!

A few comments about this trip
from some of our wonderful
travelers!

What a fantastic vacation! Thank
you so much for making it possible. Before Rio, I hadn't
taken a group vacation. After Rio, I would definitely do it
again. You really did think of everything. And thanks for
making Michael feel so special. [Michael was a guest on the
trip, celebrating his birthday]. ~Bob, NYC

Thanks again for the fantastic Rio Experience! Everything
you guys did seemed to go off perfectly. ~George, San
Francisco

View the photos

Otter Joins Club Zoom with Huge Discounts for Club
Zoom Members
Started in 2006, Otter began as a
tee shirt line out there to make a
statement and almost two years
later, they are still making that
statement, but now we are joined
by thousands of people all
around the world who share our
love for color, being noticed and
most of all having fun.

Otter has developed its own approach to taking care of your
face, body and hair with their Grooming Simplified and Jock
Soap lines of personal care products. These new lines
contain problem-solving products without all the hype and
confusion so you can have a little fun while you take care of
you.

Club Zoom members (that's you) receive 20% off your Otter
purchases by simply typing ZOOM in all caps into the coupon
box at checkout!

Visit otterfashion

Zoom Alumn, Charlie David in the News

atmosphere, allowed it
to be the first vacation
where I was free to be
gay - myself - all of the
time. There was no need
to say "this is my friend"
or "my former college
roommate" or make up a
cover story with the
other travelers to
explain Fly Boy. Zoom
made it very relaxing to
be us and easy to travel
to these great cities and
natural wonders.

Zoom: What was your
favorite part of the trip?

Joe: Despite the
amazing nightlife and
awesome eye candy in
the two capital cities we
stayed in, my time spent
in Iguazu Falls was
definitely the highlight of
my trip. Having the hotel
inside the park made it
accessible to visit the
falls during the park
hours. Iguacu Falls is
one of the most amazing
natural wonders I've
ever seen. Walking down
in the morning, seeing
the steam come off the
cascading water, and
exotic birds flying
beneath huge rainbows
made me think that this
is what the world must
have looked like at the
beginning of time.
Additionally, by this time
in the trip itinerary, I
had formed a strong
connection with several
other zoom travelers
where we experienced
the falls and got wet
together (that's literal,
not a euphemism).
Finally, the visit to
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We've had a lot of fun traveling
with Charlie David both in the USA
and South America. While in
Paraty, Brazil, Charlie told us
about a new movie he recently
starred in and produced called,
MULLIGANS. Now, we are excited
to report that after receiving high
acclaim at film festivals
nationwide, MULLIGANS has just
been released on DVD.

Set amid the casual, polite
homophobia of the upper middle

class, MULLIGANS is a fresh and multi- layered take on the
coming-out genre. With grace and sensitivity, director Chip
Hale shows that a confession of queerness doesn't have to
end relationships, even if it changes things forever."

Straight college jock Tyler brings his best friend Chase to his
family's lakeside home for summer vacation. The Davidson
family welcomes Chase but as the summer blossoms,
unexpected attractions flare. Tyler's Mom Stacey tries to
keep it all together while Tyler's Dad Nathan valiantly
struggles with his long suppressed sexuality.

Click here to purchase your own Mulligans DVD

Zooming with Joel
You ask the question, he'll provide
the answer!

Our Chief Travel Officer, Joel Cabrera, gets
a number of travel-related questions every
week. Email your travel question to Joel,
and your question may be featured in the
newsletter. Joel answers those travel
questions that have kept you in a quandary
for far too long.

Question:

Michael from Vancouver writes, "The economy has been in
the news a lot lately, and I was just wondering if gay people
are traveling less."

Answer:

Dear Michael,

Gay people are still traveling. "Generally speaking" Gay
people have been less affected by the current economic
recession. In fact, it has worked to our benefit in that we are
finally able to get upgrades and use our miles a lot more

Iguazu Falls coincided
with my birthday. All of
the travelers celebrated
it with me at the cocktail
party. I've never had
30+ guys sing birthday
wishes to me before and
at such a beautiful place
on the earth. It made for
one of the best birthdays
ever.

Zoom: Was there
anything you didn't like
about the trip?

Joe: It was amazing
visiting these two
countries for the first
time but it was too
short. BA and Rio (how
cosmo I sound) are both
amazing cities and
there's so much to see
in a week's time. I'm
sure I'll be back. Oh and
the fact that we couldn't
keep our guide Lucas
really sucked too.

Zoom: How was this trip
different from other trips
you have taken?

Joe: From the
beginning,
communication from the
Zoom hostesses was
excellent. There was no
confusion on what was
needed and what to
expect at each of the
destinations. Having
them on the trip kept
things running smoothly
and more enjoyable. I
didn't have to worry
about the details - just
what time to show up
each day. It was really
nice to follow orders for
a change.

Zoom: Have you kept in
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than ever, which reduces the overall cost of a vacation.

With less business travelers occupying the forward cabins,
finding upgrades and traveling First Class has never been
easier. I never hear anymore "I have a million miles and am
not able to use them." This is the time to cash in those miles
in combination with a Zoom Vacations trip to treat yourself
to a First Class vacation in every way.

If you don't use your miles now to travel, you may find that
when the economy starts picking up you will once again not
be able to use them. Fly to a Zoom destination in First Class
and we will pamper you on the ground for days.

Gay people also have realized that our well-deserved
vacation really needs to count and offer value. That's why
Zoom Vacations always works very hard to deliver over the
top events, an inclusive environment, upscale and great
value hotels that have been personally tried and researched
by Bryan and I, and special touches that will make you
forget any concerns real or perceived at home. Zoom away
with us!

Club Zoom
If you are new to Club
Zoom, here's the scoop.
You will receive
discounts and special
offers on many of your
favorite hotels, retail
outlets, and services
around the country! And
the best part is, it's free!
It is simply our way of saying, "thank you" for being a part
of Zoom Vacations.

Simply click on the link below to get the codes necessary to
redeem these offers.

RETAILERS

Allen Brothers (fine steaks)
Universal Gear (men's fashions)
David Barton Gym, in NYC, Miami, and Chicago!
NYC Restaurant: Paris Commune
Brazil Chic (men's fashions)
Otterfashion.com

HOTELS

Chicago: The Amalfi Hotel
Dallas: The Melrose
LA: The Grafton on Sunset
NYC: The Tribeca Grand Hotel

touch with fellow
"Zoomers" from the trip?

Joe: I have kept in
touch with several
Zoomers both near me
in NY and NJ as well as
guys as far away as
Calgary, Miami and
Naples (FL - not Italy),
through email,
telephone, or get-
togethers . In 2009, I
expect to see others and
some of us are planning
another Zoom vacation
to Africa in 2010

Zoom: What qualities
would someone need to
possess in order to love
this trip?

Joe: First and foremost,
they need to like to
meet people, a love of
travel, and curiosity
about new places. Being
fabulous is helpful but
not required (I'm proof
of that). Although I
traveled with my
partner, no one should
be afraid to travel as a
single as there is a great
balance of singles and
couples.

Read about our
November, 2009 trip to
Argentina

Quick Links...
Reserve Today

Check out our press
archive

Contact us

Planning a celebration in
another country? Click
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NYC: The SoHo Grand Hotel
NYC: The Flatotel
San Francisco: The Hotel Monaco and the Serrano
South Beach: The Raleigh

Get the Codes

here to see how we can
help

Testimonials

Tours at a glance

Watch our Zoom Video
(may take a minute to
come up)

A proud member of

Join our mailing list!
Join

email: bryan@zoomvacations.com
phone: 773.772.ZOOM (9666)
web: http://www.zoomvacations.com/


